
General Pulpit Concept
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(Lecturn Support Shelf)
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Pulpit Interior

LECTURN DETAILS:

Upper Pulpit Shelves (Front View)

Upper Pulpit Shelves (3D Top-Back View)

Lecturn Front

(Open in Front)

Lecturn Lowered Lecturn Raised

(Front)

(Back)

(Lecturn Support Shelf)

Lecturn Support Shelf

* Slants downward toward back of pulpit.

* Angled such that bottom of lecturn rests 

fully on it to maintain lecturn top flush with 

rest of pulpit top in lowered position.
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Lecturn Conceptual Details

Raised Position

1" Thick Table Top

3/4" Pivot 

Dowel

Lecturn Box

In raised position forms a 

raised, angled lecturn above 

the rest of pulpit table top.

Raise or Lower

Lecturn Box Raises or 

Lowers by pivoting on 

dowel pin.

To Lower Lecturn, speaker lifts lecturn up slightly in back (using finger hole), 

rotates lever upward causing triangular rod across back of lecturn to clear 

opening in table top, then lowers lecturn flush with rest of table top.

To Raise Lecturn, speaker lifts lecturn up (using finger hole), 

until triangular rod and lever rotates by gravity action once 

triangle clears opening in table top, then lowers slightly, 

allowing lecturn box to rest in raised position on triangular rod.

1" Thick Table Top

Triangular Rod with 

levers attached on 

each end.  Rod 

extends full inside 

width of lecturn box.

Lowered Position

Lecturn Box

In Lowered positon, lecturn top rests flush with 

rest of pulpit table top, forming a complete flat 

pulpit interior.  Fit between lecturn top and its 

opening in the pulpit top should be a very close 

fit, so even small items won't fall through, also 

for a more professional-looking fit.

Triangular Rod bevel will automatically 

push in once it contacts edge of table 

top opening during raising of lecturn.  

It then falls back into place once it 

clears the table opening, holding the 

lecturn up (in its raised position) once 

the lecturn is lowered slightly to rest in 

raised position.

1" Thick Table Top

3/4" Pivot 

Dowel
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